
The Fascination of  
Public Safety Vehicles



Vehicles can:
Get there quickly,
Patrol a large area, pursue a suspect,
Carry teams and their equipment,
Act as a control point,
Provide space and power for 
complex equipment.

Setting the Scene, 
Why Vehicles?



Processing power, memory, efficiency, compactness, 
displays, all improving
As is video, its quality and resolution 
Radio link speed now supports broadband, with 
increasing coverage and security 
Sensor technology advancing including chemical, 
radioactivity, and body-worn devices.

Question, how to keep pace….

Exciting times,
Convergence



Resources and Finance, always 

need to do more with less.

Simplification, reduce training.

Accountability, KPI, performance.

Officer and public safety 

concerns.

The Needs



Police cars carrying radio, tablet 

or laptop, ANPR.

Fire engines with tablet, and as a 

communications hub.

Ambulances with radio and links 

to hospital to send patient 

information before arrival.

Where are we today?



Head up displays, more 

information whilst keeping 

eyes on the road.

Smart Glasses, info when in 

or out of the car.

Displays and more



Self drive vehicles, acceptance?.

IoT and Smart City monitoring,

intelligent and adaptive routing.

AI and machine learning adding 

new capabilities to ease load 

and improve safety,

the ingredients are there. 

Radical Possibilities



Remote operation, support for officers 

on foot from drones.

Rescue, taking a line, search inside 

buildings.

Medical evacuation, future larger 

drone technology.

Pursuit robots, surface, air, disable.

New possibilities
from Autonomy



Link to:

• TETRA or P25 Radios through a 

gateway/repeater

• RSM through Bluetooth

• Body camera or tablet through WiFi

• Sensors through WiFi or Bluetooth

Vehicle power!

Vehicle as a Hub

TETRA/P25
Bluetooth
WiFi
4G/LTE
5G
IoT carriers



Increase capability without 

complexity.

Ensure radio security, 

encryption.

Device security, malware 

detection, secure upgrading.

Safety and Security



• Meeting safety regulations

• Usability, driver safety

• Integration with vehicle 

systems

• Power (Special requirements 

with electric or hybrid cars)

The Installers

See Critical Communications Today, 
November 2018, Finessing in-vehicle 
Communications, James Atkinson



Need for well-funded, 

systems orientated, 

coordinated, 

carefully targeted research 

and pilot programs. 

Pilots and Programmes


